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First Facts 
  Lizard-footed Dinosaurs

ACTIVITY SHEET 1

NAME

  Read this article and circle any words you can find  
that are synonyms for the word ‘large’. There are 5 to find.

  Unscramble each of the clue words that are a characteristic of lizard-
footed dinosaurs. Copy the letters in the numbered cells to the mystery 
word cells with the same number, and reveal another name for lizar-
footed dinosaurs.

  Unjumble the letters to reveal the Lizard-footed dinosaur name
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  Scientists have found the world’s biggest dinosaur footprints 
in Western Australia! The giant sauropod’s prints measure a 
whopping 1.7 metres.

  The footprints were found on the north-western coast of Western 
Australia, where the enormous animals were believed to have 
travelled up and down the vast coastline.
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  Use the lizard-footed dinosaur book to answer  
these questions:
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  Which is heavier? Colour the correct box6

  Design challenge Do you like the idea of riding a huge lizard- footed 
dinosaur. Draw the things you might need on this Apatosaurus. Don’t 
forget to think about how you are going to get on and off and steer it!

6

a. Which was the longest sauropod featured? ____________________

b. How many legs did sauropods walk on? ____________________

c. What did sauropods eat? ____________________

d. Which was the heaviest sauropod featured? ____________________

e. How many continents did sauropods live on? ____________________

f. Which sauropod featured was the last to  
 become extinct? ____________________
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  a 9 tonne school bus        a diplodocus

a D11 bulldozer (104 tonne)      a Brachiosaurus

a four axle train engine  (125 tonne)      an Apatosaurus

11 huge male elephants (7 tonne each)      an Argentinosaurs


